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DATE 23 November 2015 

CLIENT JMA Parties and staff of the Jenolan Village  

SUBJECT 
Allegations the St George Bank’s contract was unfair 
and its conduct unconscionable 	

SCOPE 
 
In 2005, the Caves House lessee experienced financial difficulty following a 
decision by the government to appoint an Administrator unlawfully. Whilst this 
meant the government was in breach of the National Park and Wildlife Act, it 
was also in breach of the Services Agreement. At the same time, St George 
Bank recalled the lessee’s loan. The bank appointed Receivers and Managers 
and, on 6 June 2006, they wrote to the lessee stating the lease had not been 
offered for sale nor had they received any unsolicited offers. 
Ten days later, on 16 June 2006, the lessee filed a complaint with St George 
Bank’s Chairman, Mr John Thame. It noted the bank’s responsibility to comply 
with its Code of Banking Practice. This was an important part of the lessee’s 
contract, setting out rights of customers. The particular clauses referred to the 
St George Bank’s Chair included clause 25.2, which required banks to “try to 
help customers overcome financial difficulties.” The Chair was also referred to 
clause 35.3, stating the bank will “within 21 days … complete its investigation 
and inform the customer of the outcome.” 
Instead of complying with the contract, the bank sold the property, with all 
furnishings in the hotel, to the government at 10% of independent valuations, 
two weeks later. As a result, many of the people involved in the businesses at 
Jenolan Caves suffered damages. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

St George Bank should comply with the Martin Committee’s recommendations 
that “banks provide opportunity for customers to report suspicions of fraud and 
corruption.”  

Counter 
 Corruption 

Analysts 
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UNFAIR BANKING 

In 2003, Jenolan water became the subject of several independent experts’ reports. 
They noted the water was unfit for human consumption.1 The government had duties 
under the Services Agreement2 and Plan of Management3 to provide safe and 
potable water, and to repair breaking infrastructure. However, documents obtained 
under the GIPA Act note the government maliciously instructed or mandated that no 
public money would be used to benefit the current lessee.4  

This suggested an intention not to fix the water problems dating back to 3 September 
2003.5 The government was willing to supply contaminated water to the Jenolan 
businesses and staff for the next three years.6 Its decision to breach the Services 
Agreement in 2003 meant that while intending to inflict damages on the lessee and 
the businesses, the government was willing to treat the public as collateral damage. 

On 3 December 2003,7 the government’s minutes approved “the appointment of an 
Administrator, following consultation with the treasurer, to replace the Trust Board on 
or before 31 January 2004.” While the bank did not have had an opportunity to 
consider these minutes, it had sufficient opportunity and adequate resources to 
consider the legality of the appointment.  

By 2006, the advice provided to the Parliament by the Shadow Minister for the 
Environment, Michael Richardson, would have been considered by St George Bank, 
as it was published in Hansard.8 The bank, therefore, had access to documents that 
stated the Administrator, appointed by the Labor Government, was unlawful. The 
bank, nevertheless, called the lessee’s $5.5 million loan and appointed Receivers 
and Managers, Grant Thornton, to manage the business.9  

During the receivership period, which lasted six months, Grant Thornton was said to 
have provided an account to the St George Bank for $1.3 million. The Receivers and 
Managers also claimed, “the lease has not been offered for sale and no unsolicited 
offers [were] received.”10  

ST GEORGE BANK’S COMMITMENTS  

The St George Bank appointed Receivers and Managers on 9 December 2005.11 At 
that time, the bank must have considered whether it would allow the government to 
acquire its customer’s lease and assets, and whether it would hand the lease back to 
the government at little or no cost. However, the lease could not be refinanced or 
sold at that time as the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust had no Board.12  

It might seem that the bank abandoned its Code of Ethics, which stated: 

“St George expectations for Directors and Staff in dealing with customers require a 
high standard of personal integrity and honesty and a respect for the privacy of 
customers and avoidance of any conflicts of interest and observance of the law.” 13 
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This was referred to senior managers and directors of St George Bank in letters sent 
to them by the lessee. In correspondence sent to the bank’s Chair, Mr John Thame, 
the lessee referred to the customers’ rights under clause 25.2 of the Code, which 
states: 14  

 “[The St George Bank] will try to help customers overcome financial difficulties 
 with any credit facility it has with the bank. We would, for example, work with you  
 to develop a repayment plan.  
 
 If, at the time, the hardship variation provisions of the Uniform Consumer  Credit 
 Code could apply to your circumstances, we will inform you about them.” 15 

Prior to signing the Jenolan Deed with the government in June 2006, the bank 
ignored commitments in its’ published Corporate Governance Statement.16 This 
important document also contained a section on Compliance, Ethics and Integrity.17 
However, these statements were silent on the constitution of the Code Compliance 
Monitoring Committee (CCMC).18 This constitution was withheld from the bank’s 
customer when the lessee received the bank’s standard form small business 
contract for signing in April 2004.19  

By concealing all of the terms of the bank-customer loan agreement from the lessee, 
St George Bank could act with impunity when prosecuting its customer in the court at 
a later date. The bank therefore sold the hotel lease and furnishings to the 
government at a discount in 2006,20 without the lessee or the JMA Parties having an 
insight into how the bank escaped liability. Due to the bank’s ability to limit the 
CCMC’s powers,21 it commenced a series of actions in the court, beginning in 2006. 
As a result, the CCMC had no powers to investigate as the dispute was being heard 
in another forum.22 

The lessee wrote to St George Bank’s Chair, Mr John Thame, on 16 June 2006 in 
relation to the directors’ responsibility to comply with the Code.23 The Chair was 
provided an insight into claims being made by the lessee in relation to the bank’s 
conduct when dismissing the lessee’s complaints.  

The directors therefore, with full knowledge, breached the bank’s contract, relying on 
the constitution of the CCMC to limit customer’s rights under the Code. This was the 
subject of the Australian Council of Small Business paper submitted to the Federal 
Parliament in December 2010.24 

 Banking Competition Paper (2010)  

St George Bank has a code of ethics that sets out expectations of Directors and staff 
in their dealings with customers. The bank requires high-standards of integrity and 
honesty in all dealings, the avoidance of conflicts of interest and observance of the 
law (emphasis added).  

On 1 July 2004, the government’s new corporate governance reforms, known as 
CLERP9, commenced and whilst these laws have not yet applied to the banks, the 
board decided to early adopt some of these rules. The directors are responsible for 
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implementing the bank’s governance policies and overseeing the management of 
bank controls, systems and procedures to ensure compliance with all regulatory and 
prudential requirements.  

The board reviews matters of corporate governance and monitors senior 
management’s implementation of its strategies, including reporting known or 
suspected incidences of improper conduct (however no comment was made on it 
having prior knowledge of the [CCMC] constitution when it adopted the 2004 code). 
Its code of ethics encourages bank staff to report in good faith any suspected 
unlawful/unethical behaviour in others.25 

St George 2004 Directors26 

Frank Conroy, Chairman 27 

Gail Kelly, CEO and Managing Director28  

John Thame, Non-Executive Director29 

Leonard Bleasel, Non-Executive Director30 

Linda Nicholls, Non-Executive Director31 

John Curtis Non-Executive Director 32 

Paul Isherwood Non-Executive Director 33 

Graham Reaney Non-Executive Director 34   

Richard England Non-Executive Director 35 

The JMA Parties requested a review by CCA of the St George Bank’s conduct at 
Jenolan Caves between 2004-2006.36  

St George Bank’s Code 

The Code of Banking Practice was established by a number of banks, in association 
with the Federal Government, consumers and the Australian Bankers Association 
(ABA) in 1993.37 It followed the Martin Committee’s recommendations, two years 
earlier. This committee stipulated a number of recommendations in relation to the 
introduction of a Code, including:  

“Dispute Resolution: the Commonwealth Government consult with industry and 
consumer groups in the development of a list of required features for industry based 
dispute resolution procedures;  

Balance of Court Disputes: in the case of banks using delay tactics… examine the 
powers of the courts to deal with the abuse of their processes and consider whether 
there is a need for legislation in this area to assist the courts;  

Fraud: on the subject of fraud banks provide opportunity for customers to report 
suspicions of fraud and corruption.” 38 
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At a key meeting, which was attended by the Federal Treasurer, John Dawkins and 
Australia’s two most powerful banks, the foundations were finally paved for the 
release of the first Code. The media reported, that: 39 

“The Chief Executive of National Australia Bank’s Don Argus and the Commonwealth 
Bank’s David Murray were in attendance. Representatives of Westpac, the ANZ 
banks and several of the regional banks were also in attendance… Mrs McHugh 
[Minister for Consumer Affairs] was plainly unhappy with the [meeting’s] outcome and 
pushed for changes to the key sections of the code.   

But after two years of hard fought debated, the Treasurer [Dawkins] was clearly not 
going to let the opportunity slip by…After earlier threatening to walk away from the 
process, the banks agreed to some major concessions; in particular, the need for 
contractual enforceability of the code …In exchange, the government gave banks 
effective ownership of the code…This outraged consumer groups…The government 
clearly believed it provided a sound starting point.”  

The customer protections in the first Code, introduced in 1993, required banks to: 40 

(i) describe standards of good banking practice and service; 

(ii) promote disclosure of information, relevant and useful for customers; 

(iii) promote informed and effective relationships between banks and   
customers; and  

(iv) require banks to have procedures for resolutions of disputes between banks and 
customers. 

The Campbell Committee and Pocket Full of Change reports recommended the 
government pull back from direct intervention into the financial system.41 The 
resulting Code came into force in 1996, and has been revised three times, most 
recently in 2013.42   

Mr David Bell, Chief Executive, ABA, which represents the leading Australian banks, 
made a prominent statement that the Code is:  

“An effective demonstration to the Government that self-regulation works, and is a 
real alternative to the heavy hand of legislation”.43 

This following review by the CCA will therefore follow the text that has been 
published by the Federal Parliament in its recent “Impairment of Customer Bank 
Loans.”44  

 Code is a Binding Contract 

The Code forms part of the binding contract between subscribing banks and their 
customers in the standard banking contracts used by the leading Australian banks. 
This view has been confirmed by the ABA and in the courts system.45 

The Jenolan Caves lessee’s Facility Agreement with St George Bank states that it 
and the General Standard Terms are to be read together, and form:46  
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“A legally binding contract created between you and us”. 

The General Standard Terms sets out in clause 35 that: 

“The relevant provisions of the Code of Banking Practice apply to this facility 
agreement if you are an individual or small business”.47 

Clause 3 of the 2003 Code states: 

“If this code imposes an obligation on [St George Bank], in addition to obligations 
applying under a relevant law, we will also comply with this code except where doing 
so would lead to a breach of a law”.48 

ABA director, Mr Bell, when commenting on the Code, stated that:  

“Once a bank has adopted the code, it binds the bank contractually to the customer. 
So if a bank breaches the code, it has breached its contract to the customer… A 
bank must be sure it is ready to comply with its obligations under the revised code 
before it adopts it because the code is an enforceable contract between the bank and 
the customer”.49  

This commitment was challenged by the National Australia Bank (NAB), which has 
appealed the ruling in the Supreme Court of Victoria in the case between National 
Australia Bank Limited v Rice [2015] VSC 10.50 

In this case, the NAB, at first, appeared unsure as to whether the Code was 
contractually binding. However, on reconsideration it agreed that sections of the 
Code were binding between banks and their customers.51 

As the Code is to be read in conjunction with ABA guidelines, the St George Bank 
should have assisted it’s client with attempts to compel the government to provide 
essential services to the Jenolan business under the bank’s contract. As confirmed 
by the bank’s own accountancy report, in 2004 JCR had an operating profit of 
$275,000. The business was viable, and as the bank’s report further stated, the 
lessee had significantly progressed in its attempts to sell the Caves House lease to a 
major hotel group.52  

The bank was repeatedly informed by the lessee that “When restoring a customer’s 
financial situation is possible”, the bank should work with the customer to come to an 
arrangement that helps ensure the customer’s ongoing financial viability under the 
Code.53  

 Under clause 25.2, subscribing banks are committed to:  

“Help you (its small business and individual customers) overcome your financial 
difficulties with any credit facility you have with us. We could, for example, work with 
you (emphasis underlined was added by banks) to develop a repayment plan”. 

Under the Code, the leading Australian banks commit that: 

“With your agreement, we (the bank) will try to help you overcome your financial 
difficulties with any credit facility you have with us. We could, for example, work with 
you to develop a repayment plan.” 
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Note that the ABA’s industry guidelines on Promoting Understanding About Banks’ 
Financial Hardship Programs state that: 

“Financial hardship” is when a customer is willing and has the intention to pay, but is 
unable to meet their repayments or existing financial obligations, and with formal 
hardship assistance, a customer’s financial situation can be restored...Financial 
hardship can be due to factors, unforeseen circumstances, or unexpected events, for 
example... emergency event or natural disaster.”54  

As noted above, the lessee’s business was operating at a profit and therefore, under 
the Code, the bank should have complied with clause 25 to help the lessee with the 
temporary financial difficulties that were the result of the NSW Government’s failure 
to provide essential services. However, despite multiple complaints by lessee over 
the bank’s failure to comply with the Code, the bank chose to force the sale of the 
property. 55 

In failing to do comply with the Code, the bank did not give the lessee opportunity to 
rectify its default. Indeed, during the lessee’s attempts to refinance the loan, potential 
financiers reported that during meetings with the lessee’s bank, bank staff reported 
that not only did the bank have no intention to assist the lessee, its aim was instead 
to bankrupt the lessee.56  

This case is a clear demonstration of a failure of the existing consumer protection 
obligations on Australian banks. Despite committing to help small business and 
individual customers with any credit facility they have, the Australian banks do not do 
so. As highlighted by the Financial Systems Inquiry, this practice must change if 
customers are to receive fair protection from the abuse of market power by the 
leading Australian banks.57 

Furthermore, the bank responsible for the loan to the lessee of the Jenolan Caves 
House did not use loan to value ratios provisions to default the lessee. However, it is 
indicative of the weakness of consumer protections and the unfair nature of standard 
banking contracts in Australia that the bank had to power to do so if it chose.58 

Due to the actions of the NSW State Government, the Jenolan Caves House lease 
became unsaleable. This occurred both because the Trust and the NSW State 
Government were not providing adequate essential services and as a result of the 
NSW government’s decision to remove the Trust Board. Due to the government’s 
actions, the lease could not be sold as it lacked basic amenities such as potable 
water and, in any case, no authority existed to authorise the sale.59  

Under Australian standard banking contracts, through actions taken by the state 
government, the Caves House lessee’s bank could have used the loan to value ratio 
as a mechanism to default the loan. This ability is outlined in General Standard 
Terms.60 

Section 9.1 of the General Standard Terms states that: 

 “We [the bank] may obtain a valuation report of any secured property at any time. 
You must pay us all costs in connection with the valuation.”61 

Section 9.4 states: 
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“Any report we obtain from the valuer, investigator or consultant is for our use 
only...You cannot sue us, the valuer, investigator or consultant if the report is 
wrong.”62  

In regards to ‘default’, the General Standard Terms states in section 10: 

“You are in default if: (k) in our opinion, the value of the secured property materially 
decreases from its value at the date of this facility agreement or it becomes less 
saleable than its saleability at the date of this facility agreement.”63 

Where a customer is in default, the General Standard Terms provides in section 11.1: 

“(a) we [the bank] no longer need to provide any facility; and   

(b) the sum of the total amount owing for all facilities is payable on demand.”64 

As stated above, Australian banks are legally allowed to re-value a secured property 
at the customer’s expense. If the valuation shows that the secured property has 
fallen in value since the loan was agreed, then the bank has the right to default the 
customer and demand full payment of all amounts owing. As a result, even if a 
customer has made all repayments on time and in full, a bank has the right to call in 
its loan if the “saleability” of the held security falls at any time below its initial level. 
The customer cannot challenge the default, nor has the right to challenge the 
valuation on which the bank has relied. This is the case even where the valuation is 
wrong, as outlined in section 9.4. 65 

With the St George Bank having conducted a valuation of the lessee’s property that 
found that the NSW State Government’s actions had made the lease less saleable, 
the bank was well within its rights under its banking contract to engineer a default. 
This situation is intrinsically unjust and the case of the Jenolan Caves House 
demonstrates that consumer protections in Australia against leading banks are 
thoroughly insufficient.66 

Transferring Lease to the Trust 

When the bank defaulted the lessee of the Caves House, it made the decision to 
forcibly sell the lease. It did so in June 2006, surrendering it to the Jenolan Caves 
Reserve Trust, an agent of the NSW State Government. The bank did this with full 
knowledge of the legal issues surrounding the Trust’s ability to legally authorise the 
sale. Furthermore, the bank did so knowing that the lessee had submitted multiple 
complaints over the bank’s failure to comply with the Code of Banking Practice.  

The bank was also aware its actions were in breach of its commitment under the 
Code to help the lessee with temporary financial difficulties that were the result of the 
NSW State Government’s failure to provide essential services. The bank undertook a 
forced sale of the property. The fact that the bank has not been brought to account 
for its actions in this situation highlights the failure of the current regulatory system in 
Australia. 67 

When the banks surrendered the Caves House lease to the Trust, it did so for a price 
some 10 percent the amount of previous valuations of the lease. Two valuations from 
2004 put the market price of the lease at $9.7 million and $11.3 million respectively. 
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The bank sold the lease to the Trust for $1.3 million. This occurred despite the bank 
receiving an offer from the lessee of $3.35 million to purchase the bank’s debenture. 
Their actions clearly suggest this was an intentional and malicious plan to financially 
ruin the lessees so that they had no further funds to pursue legal action against the 
bank’s misconduct.68  

The bank and Grant Thornton claimed it had received interest in the sale of the lease 
from two parties, however, they later stated in an email to the lessee that it had not 
offered the lease for sale or received any offers.69 It seems clear that the bank failed 
to sell the property at its market value and failed to attempt to receive the highest 
market price for the lease.  

The practice of receiving a price through a forced sale of a property that is below 
valuation is an inherent abuse of power. While writing off the difference between 
valuations and sale price may be of little concern to banks as large as the leading 
banks in Australia, as profitable as they are, it represents a major blow to small 
business and individual consumers.  

When the bank sold off the Caves House lease at less than market price, it ensured 
that the lessee did not receive any funds from its sale and as a result had no 
resources with which to pursue legal action against the bank’s misconduct. This 
situation is occurring across Australia. Individuals and small businesses—especially 
farmers, as demonstrated by recent media coverage—lack the ability to act when 
faced with gross injustice. It is the opinion of the CCA that the Federal Government 
must act now to ensure that the leading Australian banks cannot continue abusing 
their customers.70 

 Ineffective Customer Protection  

The Campbell Report and Martin Committee found that the costs associated with 
taking the leading Australian banks to court for breaches of consumer protections 
were beyond the financial capacity of small businesses and individuals. As the now-
Federal Attorney-General, the Hon. George Brandis MP, stated: 

“[U]nless you are a millionaire or a pauper, the cost of going to court to protect your 
rights is beyond you… the costs of legal representation an court fees mean that 
ordinary Australians are forced either to abandon their legitimate claims or enter the 
minefield of self-representation”. 

To counter this, the inquiries recommended the creation of dispute resolution 
mechanisms to adjudicate complaints quickly, cheaply, and fairly. As the Martin 
Committee states, the government must ensure that: 

“Adequacy of redress is available to [consumers] in cases of dispute with their 
bank”.71  

As a result, the Code placed the requirement on subscribing banks to make external 
dispute resolution schemes available to customers in addition to internal dispute 
resolution schemes under clauses 35 and 36.    

The lessee submitted multiple complaints to the bank’s internal dispute resolution 
mechanism, as well as members of the bank’s board, including the bank’s then-CEO. 
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However, despite these complaints, the lessee’s bank did not conduct an internal 
investigation into the concerns, nor did the bank advise the lessee of their findings in 
writing as required by clause 35.1(d) of the Code. 72  

The lessee, like other individuals and small businesses, did not have the financial 
resources to take legal action in court against the bank.  The complaint was put to the 
Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), one of two regulatory organisations created to 
monitor the conduct of banks in Australia. The FOS is a private company started, 
funded, and coordinated by the leading Australian banks and tasked with providing 
an external dispute resolution scheme for customers. The FOS, however, is restricted 
under its Terms of Reference from awarding compensation of more than $309,000.73 
This means that despite the recommendations of the Campbell Review and the 
Martin Committee, the dispute resolution mechanisms failed and the lessee was 
denied access to this purportedly cheap, quick, and fair arbitration.74 

The other regulatory body established to monitor the banks is the Code Compliance 
Monitoring Committee (CCMC). The CCMC, like the FOS, is also flawed. This is 
evident from the report by The Australian in 2012 that 2.5 million complaints had 
been made under the Code of Banking Practice in the eight years between 2004 and 
2012.75 Of these, only 200 complaints were fully investigated.76 This occurred despite 
clause 34(b)(ii) of the Code stating that: 

“(The CCMC will) investigate, and to make a determination on, any allegation from 
any person that we have breached this Code”.77 

Although this clause seems to require the CCMC to investigate any and all 
allegations that a bank has breached the Code, the CCMC is also bound by a 
constitution imposed on it by the ABA in 2004. This constitution was not made 
available to the public until 2012, and is still not readily provided to consumers.78 
Under the constitution, the CCMC’s powers to investigate are seriously restricted.79 

This is set out under clause 8.1 of the constitution, which restricts the CCMC from 
having to investigate a dispute, if: 

“(b) [it] is, or becomes, aware that the complaint: 

(i) is being, or will be, heard…by another forum”.80 

Thus, leading banks could now silence any and all critics by taking a case to another 
‘forum’. This could be achieved without the customers’ knowledge and without the 
other forum having powers to investigate code breaches. 81 

For the purposes of clause 8.1, a ‘forum’ is widely classified as: 

“Any court, tribunal, arbitrator, mediator, independent conciliation body, dispute 
resolution body, complaint resolution scheme (including, for the avoidance of doubt, 
the BFSO scheme) or statutory Ombudsman, in any jurisdiction”.82 

When a bank does take a complaint to another ‘forum’, consumers unwittingly 
relinquish ‘all’ rights to have breaches of the code investigated by the CCMC. The 
small business, farmer or individual consumer is not provided an explanation beyond 
being informed that there is a “conflict of interest”.83 
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The Caves House lessee, having had all complaints to the bank’s internal dispute 
resolution mechanism seemingly ignored, was served with a court summons in 2006. 
With this, the St George Bank denied the lessee the right to put complaints to the 
CCMC as their concerns were to be heard by “another forum”.84 

The CCMC constitution—which outlines the restrictions imposed on the CCMC 
concerning which complaints it can hear—was not made available to the lessee 
when the Caves House lease was signed, nor when they filed their complaints. This 
constitution was, indeed, not provided to any customers or small businesses for a 
period of ten years.85  

Australian banks that breach the Code rely on this secretive constitution to prevent 
the CCMC from performing its intended function to monitor banks’ compliance with 
the Code. As small business owners and individual bank customers, it was the right 
of the lessee to expect the bank to comply with the Code and the consumer 
protections it proscribes. However, this did not occur. The lessee’s situation is 
indicative of a system that has failed.86 

Potential Criminal Behaviour 87 

The Code subscribing banks may have engaged in deceptive and fraudulent 
behaviour in 2004.88 The lessee’s bank claims to have a dispute resolution process 
that protects customers,89 while it participated in a regulatory regime that denies the 
banks individual and small business customers any avenue of redress for code 
breaches.90 This may have been an intentional act.  

Similar conduct by major banks in other countries, especially in the US and Europe, 
have recently seen members imprisoned for financial fraud.91 However, in Australia, 
the FOS is so severely restricted by its Terms of Reference and the CCMC by its 
constitution that the two bodies fail to investigate all but a very small percentage of 
customer complaints.92  

SUMMATION 

The JMA Parties suffered damages due to the failures of self-regulation in the 
banking sector. A chain reaction occurs when banks fail to comply with the financial 
hardship clauses in standard form bank contracts. In the Jenolan case, history will 
determine that the reputation of Jenolan Caves as a tourist destination has been 
collateral damage.  

The injustices suffered by the businesses and staff at Jenolan Caves in 2004-2006, 
as a result of the government and bank’s conduct, was more significant than the 
financial costs. The JMA Parties refused to accept that the government and the bank 
could enter into a contract to sell a 4.5 star hotel for 10 cents in a dollar. 

 In 2012 they obtained a copy of a fourth document, which was not included in bank 
contracts between 2004-2013.93 This document was the constitution of the CCMC. 
The decision by the banks to keep this document from their customers destroyed the 
credibility of the self-regulating banking system.  
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The St George Bank is called on to comply with the recommendations of the Martin 
Committee when the code was introduced in early 1991. It states “banks provide 
opportunity for customers to report suspicions of fraud and corruption.”94  

The Jenolan Caves review identifies a number of allegations of fraud and corruption 
that require investigation.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Russell Cousins 
Chairman 
Counter Corruption Analysts 
Suite 101, 15 Albert Avenue 
BROAD BEACH QLD 4218 
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